
Whiteley’s Super Concentrate Dispensers offer a complete cleaning system for healthcare, commercial and institutional facilities. 

Whiteley’s Super Concentrate Dispensers ensure accurate dilution across a wide range of water pressures – this allows for optimal 

cleaning performance. The dispensing units allow for easy monitoring of 2.5L Super Concentrate bottles without opening the 

cabinet and includes select valve technology for dispensing multiple products.

The Super Concentrate range is designed to simplify the cleaning process, increase cleaning efficiency and maintain performance 

standards in institutions. Super Concentrates include a selection of neutral detergents, window & glass cleaner, air freshener 

and total bathroom cleaner. The Super 

Concentrates range offers cleaning 

professionals an integrated system that is 

versatile and user-friendly through quick 

colour identification of products, labels and 

cleaning charts.

w	 		 Superior WH&S benefits over 
traditional dispensing systems

w	 		 Integrated system for covering most 
cleaning applications in healthcare, 
commercial & institutional facilities

w	 	Superior cleaning performance

w	 		Versatile & user-friendly colour coded 
identification system

w	 	Reduced labour costs through  
increased productivity

w	 	Simplified cleaning process –  
decreased inventory and  
training costs

w	 	On-site training & technical support

WH&S Benefits:
w		Spill prevention bottle caps
w			Convenient 2.5L product packsize
w		Reduced manual handling 
w		Lockable chemical cabinets
w			Monitor product levels without opening cabinets
w			When diluted, non-hazardous in accordance with 

the Globally Harmonised System (GHS)

All Super Concentrate products are supported by Safety Data Sheets  

(diluted and undiluted). For more information visit  

www.whiteley.com.au or call the Product Support Hotline on 1800 833 566
or New Zealand www.whiteley.co.nz Product Support Hotline 0800 257 352

Super Concentrates
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Super Concentrates
Complete cleaning system for healthcare, commercial & institutional facilities

 * Always test products in a small discrete area before application to large areas.

CLEAR REFLECTIONS WINDOW  AND GLASS CLEANER

CLEAR REFLECTIONS Window and 
Glass Cleaner is streak-free and 
rapidly penetrates and dislodges dirt. 
Suitable for cleaning windows, mirrors, 
computer monitors, TV screens, 
whiteboards, plastic and enamel.*

Bottle Application: Apply directly onto the surface and wipe off soils and excess product 
using a clean cloth. For stubborn soils, apply directly onto the area, wait for the product to 
penetrate the soil, then wipe off using a cloth.

NON - HAZARDOUS AT DILUTION
If safety information is required, refer to the  
Safety Data Sheet.    

AVAILABLE IN 
2.5L PACK SIZE

Product Code: 
230072

VANILLA BREEZE AIR FRESHENER

VANILLA BREEZE Air Freshener is used 
for deodorising toilets, washrooms and 
all common areas.*

Bottle Application: For long-lasting deodorisation, apply behind toilets, under sinks, 
behind desks and furniture, into waste bins after cleaning.

NON - HAZARDOUS AT DILUTION
If safety information is required, refer to the  
Safety Data Sheet.

AVAILABLE IN 
2.5L PACK SIZE

Product Code: 
210212

ZEST TOTAL BATHROOM CLEANER

ZEST Total Bathroom Cleaner rapidly 
cleans, sanitises and deodorises soils 
on contact. Suitable for cleaning toilets, 
urinals, wash basins, showers, ceramic 
tiles, bathroom floors and walls.*

Bottle Application: Apply directly onto the surface and wipe off soils and excess product 
using a clean cloth. For stubborn soils, apply directly onto the area, wait for the product to 
penetrate the soil, then wipe off using a cloth.
Bucket Application: Always use a clean mop when cleaning floors. Once the water 
becomes dirty, replace with a fresh solution.
NON - HAZARDOUS AT DILUTION
If safety information is required, refer to the  
Safety Data Sheet.

AVAILABLE IN 
2.5L PACK SIZEProduct Code: 

260067

RESOLVE HEAVY DUTY DETERGENT

RESOLVE Heavy Duty Detergent is a 
general purpose cleaner that rapidly 
emulsifies, suspends and removes oils, 
grease and soils. Suitable for cleaning 
all surfaces, including floors, walls, 
desks, benchtops and doors.*

Bottle Application: Spray directly onto the surface and wipe off soils and excess product 
using a clean cloth. For stubborn soils, spray directly onto the area, wait for the product to 
penetrate the soil, then wipe off using a cloth.
Bucket Application: Always use a clean mop when cleaning floors. Once the water 
becomes dirty, replace with a fresh solution.

NON - HAZARDOUS AT DILUTION
If safety information is required, refer to the  
Safety Data Sheet.

AVAILABLE IN 
2.5L PACK SIZEProduct Code: 

180042

CITRON NEUTRAL DETERGENT

CITRON Neutral Detergent is a multi-
purpose neutral detergent that rapidly 
emulsifies common soils. Suitable for 
cleaning all surfaces, including floors, 
walls, desks, bench tops and doors.*

Bottle Application: Apply directly onto the surface and wipe off soils and excess product 
using a clean cloth. For stubborn soils, apply directly onto the area, wait for the product to 
penetrate the soil, then wipe off using a cloth.
Bucket Application: Always use a clean mop when cleaning floors. Once the water 
becomes dirty, replace with a fresh solution.
NON - HAZARDOUS AT DILUTION
If safety information is required, refer to the  
Safety Data Sheet.

AVAILABLE IN 
2.5L PACK SIZEProduct Code: 

030022

TEMPO HD NEUTRAL DETERGENT

Tempo HD Neutral Detergent is a multi-
purpose neutral detergent designed 
for use in commercial, institutional and 
industrial environments. TEMPO HD 
rapidly emulsifies common food oils, 
mineral and synthetic oils.*

Bottle Application: Apply directly onto the surface and wipe off soils and excess product 
using a clean cloth. For stubborn soils, apply directly onto the area, wait for the product to 
penetrate the soil, then wipe off using a cloth.
Bucket Application: Always use a clean mop when cleaning floors. Once the water 
becomes dirty, replace with a fresh solution.

NON - HAZARDOUS AT DILUTION
If safety information is required, refer to the  
Safety Data Sheet.

AVAILABLE IN 
2.5L PACK SIZEProduct Code: 

200057

FRESH TOTAL BATHROOM CLEANER

FRESH Total Bathroom Cleaner has 
a deeply penetrating cleaning action 
to remove soils and to neutralise mal 
odours at the source. Suitable for 
cleaning toilets, urinals, wash basins, 
showers, ceramic tiles, bathroom floors 
and walls.*

Bottle Application: Apply directly onto the surface and wipe off soils and excess product 
using a clean cloth. For stubborn soils, apply directly onto the area, wait for the product to 
penetrate the soil, then wipe off using a cloth.
Bucket Application: Always use a clean mop when cleaning floors. Once the water 
becomes dirty, replace with a fresh solution.

NON - HAZARDOUS AT DILUTION
If safety information is required, refer to the  
Safety Data Sheet.

AVAILABLE IN 
2.5L PACK SIZEProduct Code: 

060982


